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ACTIVE MOTION DETECTION AND OBJECT TRACKINGJoachim Denzler and Dietrich W. R. PaulusUniversit�at Erlangen{N�urnbergLehrstuhl f�ur Mustererkennung (Informatik 5)Martensstr. 3, D{91058 ErlangenTel.: +49{9131{85-7894, FAX: +49{9131{303811email: fdenzler,paulusg@informatik.uni-erlangen.deABSTRACTIn this paper we describe a two stage active vi-sion system for tracking of a moving object whichis detected in an overview image of the scene; aclose{up view is then taken by changing the framegrabber's parameters and by a positional changeof the camera mounted on a robot's hand. Witha combination of several simple and fast workingvision modules, a robust system for object track-ing is constructed. The main principle is the useof two stages for object tracking: one for the de-tection of motion and one for the tracking itself.Errors in both stages can be detected in realtime; then, the system switches back from thetracking to the motion detection stage.Standard UNIX interprocess communication me-chanism are used for the communication betweencontrol and vision modules. Object{oriented pro-gramming hides hardware details.1. INTRODUCTIONReal time image processing and analysis is essen-tial for robot control based on visual information.Since today's general purpose computers still lackthe required transmission rates for continuous im-age input and processing, usually special hardwareis applied for image processing using dedicatedsoftware or �rmware for these devices. Detectionand tracking of moving objects in the scene re-mains one of the basic problems to be solved. Var-ious progress reports on this subject may be foundin the literature e. g. in [1, 11].

In this article we demonstrate how standardUnix workstations and a general software architec-ture can be utilized for real time motion detectionand object tracking in a closed loop of sensor andaction. A wide{angle view of the scene is recordedto detect the moving object; the parameters of theframe grabbing device are changed to obtain a de-tail view in a higher resolution; by a change ofthe camera position the detail view is kept in thecenter. The key to success is adaptivity and selec-tivity of processing in space and time and the com-bination of several simple and fast vision modulesfor subtasks needed for object tracking [2]; this iscommonly referred to as active vision.For motion detection we present a fast algo-rithm based on di�erence images, obtained from a�xed (stationary) camera position. In the secondstage, active contour models are applied for ob-ject tracking [6, 7, 11]. The snake is initializedautomatically from the �rst image using a realtime method presented in [3]. Actually, there isno proof in the literature for the robustness ofreal time tracking based on snakes in an non{synthetical environment. We present snake fea-tures which can be used for the detection of errorsduring the tracking. Thus tracking become morerobust.Two computers in parallel perform the imageprocessing and robot control tasks. All processescan run on a single machine, alternatively.In Sect. 2, we will give a short overview of thesoftware and hardware architecture. Sect. 3 sum-marizes the principles of active vision. The two



stage object tracking will be described in Sect. 4,where we will present features, which have to becomputed for detecting errors during the tracking.After an introduction of the ideas underlying therobot's control, we will show in Sect. 6 the robust-ness of our two stage approach during experimentsin a quantitative manner. We conclude with anoutlook on future extensions of the system.2. SOFTWARE AND HARDWAREARCHITECTUREIn our approach the general modular software ar-chitecture for knowledge based pattern analysis[8] is extended to to the active vision paradigm.An object{oriented implementation encapsulateshardware features of the used computers (HP 735)and video equipment (RasterOps Videolive cardand Sony CCD RGB cameras); also, exible seg-mentation is provided. Images are assumed to re-side in main memory, i.e. not on the frame grabberdevice.Visual tasks and robot control are separatedinto two communicating processes. Communica-tion is based on the pvm interprocess communica-tion library [5]. Only few bytes have to be ex-changed per cycle. Since continuous image trans-fer from the frame grabber card to main memoryuses up to 40% percent of the CPU power, ex-periments show better performance if control andvision are running in parallel on separate comput-ers.3. VISION MODULES IN ACTIVEVISIONSwain [10] gives a summary of active vision meth-ods for image processing. Amongst active changesin the image capturing devices, selectivity of thealgorithms or the hardware is mentioned.In [2] the use of vision modules is speci�ed.Various simple modules, each performing a singleand dedicated task, communicate with each other.By integration of results from all vision modules, amore complicated vision task like object trackingmay be executed.Several modules are important for object track-ing in a closed loop of sensor an action: The mo-tion detection module, the tracking module itself,

the module for the robot control and an atten-tion module for detection of certain events duringtracking (see Figure 1). GrabberAttention TrackingControlRobotControlFigure 1: The principle of vision modules for ob-ject trackingTo reduce the amount of data which must beprocessed, one principle of active vision is the re-duction of data by selectivity in space, time andresolution [10]. In the tracking stage selectivityshould be done in space; in the attention moduleselectivity means looking at �xed time intervals atthe whole image to recognize some events, like theentry of new moving object; this is selectivity intime. Finally, selectivity in resolution should beused by the motion detection stage.4. TWO STAGE ACTIVE OBJECTTRACKINGWe will now give a detailed description of our ap-proach for object tracking using a connection offour simple vision modules: motion detection, mo-tion tracking, attention module, and robot control.At present, the �rst three modules are imple-mented in one single process. The second process,the robot control, will be described in the nextsection.First one has to detect motion, i.e. the mov-ing object in the scene; we assume a static cam-era, i. e. we keep the position of the robot �xed.A di�erence image between neighbouring imagesis computed. After a threshold operation we geta region of interest (ROI). Small gaps are closedand then the contour of the ROI is computed and



passed to the second module, the object trackingmodule.For object tracking we use active contour mod-els. In most other approaches the active contouris interactively initialized on the �rst image of animage sequence of course, this is impracticable inclosed loop processing. Therefore we assume, thatthe ROI covers the moving object and make addi-tionally make use of a property of non-rigid snakes:In the case of low or zero external energy { thatmeans, no edges are near the snake { the snake willcollapse to one point, and therefore it is su�cientto do a coarse initialization around the object'scontour. The snake will collapse until it reachesthe contour of the moving object.Now, we use the contour of the ROI as aninitialization for the active contour. Experimentsshow that this approach is su�cient for an auto-matic initialization of the snake. Errors may occurif there are strong background edges near the ob-ject, or if the ROI only partially covers the mov-ing object. In combination with error detection bythe attention module we get a robust initialization,which is proven by the results of the experimentsdescribed in Sect. 6.An overview of the system for object trackingis given in Figure 2. A complete description maybe found in [3, 4]. Motion detection is done on alow resolution (128 � 128) of the complete cam-era image. After initialization of the snake on theobject's contour we switch to a higher resolutionsubimage containing the moving object.The single steps can be computed very fastbecause of their simplicity. On the other hand,simplicity may be the source of errors. For exam-ple, if the ROI does not contain the moving object,the snake cannot extract it or the snake may loosethe object during tracking. Thus, another impor-tant aspect is the detection of errors during ob-ject tracking. The attention module, or any othermodule in the vision system, should thus be ableto decide, whether tracking of a moving object isno longer possible; for example, if the object willbe occluded by background objects, or the track-ing module has lost the object. Then it has tostop tracking, send a message to the motion de-tection module (stage 1) and wait for a result tostart tracking again. This can be seen by the twopaths back from stage 2 to stage 1 in Figure 2.

1: Motion detection 2: Motion trackingFigure 2: Overview of the two stages of the objecttracking. Left side: stage 1 (motion detection).Right side: stage 2 (motion tracking).Figure 3: Features for detection of errors duringtracking: the x- and y-moment of the active con-tour.Typically, three main errors ocurr: The snakecollapses to one point, if there is no edge near thesnake [7], the snake extracts a static backgroundobject, or the �xation of some snake elements onstrong background edges near the object (see Fig-ure 3). To detect such errors the following fea-tures are extracted from the active contour: corre-lation, regression, moments and motion of the thesnake. In Figure 3 the plots of the x-moment andy-moment of the active contour are shown duringa sequence of images. The reason for the rapidchange of the x- and y-moments is that three snakeelements extract the rail instead of the train itselffor 10 images. A more detailed discussion of thefeature based detection of errors may be found in[4].



Figure 4: Two methods used for changing the viewon the scene: dashed lines by changing the para-meters of the grabbing device; solid lines by themotion of the robot. Only the grey area is digi-tized on the board.5. CLOSED LOOP ROBOT CONTROLThe fourth part of our closed loop object trackingsystem is the module for robot control. There existmany approaches in the literature for robot control[9]. Since in a closed loop system the slowest mod-ule constraints the overall system performance, ro-bot control should be kept as simple as possible.Therefore we use only four signals for each direc-tion, in which the robot can move: UP or DOWNand FASTER or SLOWER. To cause a smooth robotmotion we use two di�erent methods for changingthe grabbed image. First, we move the robot itself.Second, we change the parameters of the grabbingdevice such, that the tracked object is kept alwaysin the middle of the subimage (see Figure 4). Themotion, indicated by the dashed line is done bychanging the area, which the grabbing device willdigitize. The motion of the whole image is in-dicated by the solid lines and is achieved by therobot's motion.6. EXPERIMENTSVarious experiments show the stability and speedof our system. Presently, tracking of a moving toylocomotive with an approximate speed of 2 cm/secis possible in real time. The distance between theobject and the camera is approximately 1.5 m.Figure 5 shows the subimage captured by therobot's camera (compare Figure 4) in the �rst row.

The corresponding snakes are printed below. Thethird row gives an overview of the whole experi-ment from a background camera.In order to give quantitative results we havetested and evaluated the systemwith �ve test runs,which is equivalent to 3000 images and to a timeperiod of 14 minutes. Three times the object waslost and the system had to switch back to the mo-tion detection stage. 66 % of all initializations ofthe snake were su�cient for the follwing tracking.Judging the quality of the tracking algorithm, wehave measured the distance of the object's centerof gravity (COG) from the middle of the image.We de�ne, that the object is in the center of theimage, i.e. the active contour has accurately ex-tracted the object, if the this distance is less than20 pixels. Using this criterion, in 83 % the objectis in the middle of the image. Presently, no pre-diction is done for the position of the object in thenext image. Using a prediction step the perfor-mance of the system should be improved [11].7. CONCLUSIONThe motion detection and tracking module is al-lowed to make mistakes, because the detection ofsuch mistakes is possible in real time and so theerror can be �xed. Thus the system operates faulttolerant. A simple and fast initialization of thesnakes can therefore be used. The results prove,that the combination of simple vision modules re-sults in a very fast and robust system. In futurework, we will extend the tracking stage by a pre-diction module. Robustness of the attention mod-ule and an extension of the automatic initializa-tion are subject to further improvements. Fur-thermore, the robot control has to be extended toallow the investigation of the robot's environment.This will result in an active detection of movingobjects by a closed loop saccade control.8. REFERENCES[1] P.K. Allen, A. Timcenko, B. Yoshimi, andP. Michelman. Trajectory �ltering and pre-diction for automated tracking and graspingof a moving object. In Image Understand-ing Workshop, pages 1019{1033, San Diego,1993.
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